Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus
Reacts to Comparisons of Her
Recent Romances

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is definitely throwing that
wrecking ball all over the place after changing her celebrity
relationship status for the third time. The former Hannah
Montana star confirmed that she and her former girlfriend,
Kaitlynn Carter, split in late September. Shortly after, Cyrus
announced that she and Cody Simpson are now a celebrity
couple. On October 3rd, the singer tweeted to her fans, “Get
used to me dating- this is where I am at! #HotGirlFall.” The
new duo are very comfortable with each other each other,

displaying PDA and sharing a history. According to
UsMagazine.com, Simpson says that the two met at the wrong
time originally. “We had a lot of fun then … but now we’ve
found each other in a space where we’re not partying, working
real hard and just like [to] keep things healthy,” she said.

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is
seemingly
not
amused
with
comparisons being done on her
relationships. What are some ways
to keep your past relationship from
affecting
your
current
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even though it is not traditional to jump from relationship to
relationship, Miley is showing us that there is nothing wrong
with doing so. Being a #HotGirl is a trending hashtag that is
boosting everyone’s confidence. This was made in the hopes
that women would feel more comfortable in themselves and
moving on from broken relationships. Cupid has some advice on
how to use that hot girl energy when dating someone new:
1. Don’t compare: Ladies, we all do this! However, if you are
trying to move on with your new boo, don’t compare the two!
Try to look for similar qualities like chivalry and taste in
music. Don’t make your new bae your ex bae 2.0.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Working Through Your
Heartbreak
2. Do new things: Try not to relive the past through this
person. Take them to new places, so you can make new memories.

Show them your playful side! Jump out of a plane together, or
get tickets for a concert of a band you’ve never seen live.
Keep things new and fresh.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 7 Effective Ways Out of a Breakup
3. Be open to change: While you look for similarities between
you and your new partner, also look for differences. They
might not be your “usual” type of partner, but don’t give up
on them too easily. Try to compromise. If they are more
introverted, plan your dates at a more personal level. Taking
a walk while holding hands or baking a cake together are two
low-key ideas. If they are more extroverted, then you won’t
have any problems finding out what they want to do. If they
tell you what they want to do that’s outside of your comfort
zone, consider doing it anyway!
What are some tips you used to stop comparing your current
relationship to your last? Share your advice in the comments
below!

New Celebrity Couple: Miley
Cyrus & Cody Simpson Are All
Smiles on Coffee Date

By Hope Ankney
New celebrity couple alert! In the latest celebrity news,
Miley Cyrus and Cody Simpson seemed to be all smiles on their
coffee date on Sunday afternoon in Los Angeles. According to
UsMagazine.com, the two singers kept the date very casual.
This comes after Simpson shared his romance with the news
outlet saying, “We just have a ball and that’s the most
important part of a relationship. It hasn’t been a really
crazy sudden thing. We’ve been friends for so long that when
we sort of found each other again in a space where we’re not
partying and working really hard, [we] just like [to] keep
things healthy.”

This new celebrity couple seems to
be hitting it off. What are some
ways to know your new relationship
is strong?

Cupid’s Advice:
When you get into a new relationship, it can sometimes seem
like everything is going so fast. There’s the whirlwind
romance, the attraction of everything that is fresh and new,
and learning everything there is to know about this person. It
can be fun and exciting, but it can also be difficult to know
when a new relationship is becoming more than just a casual
date. Fortunately, Cupid has some love advice on a few ways to
know when your new relationship is going strong:
1. You’re happy: This might seem obvious, but you’d be
surprised how many people aren’t genuinely happy with the one
they’re dating. Strong and healthy relationships should be
full of as much fun and laughter as possible. We’re not saying
that every single moment of each other’s relationship should
be nothing but joy, but it should outweigh a lot of other
emotions that make you both well… not happy.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus Appears to Shade
Exes Kaitlynn Carter & Liam Hemsworth in Post About Love
2. There’s trust: Strong relationships cannot be built unless
they have a sturdy foundation of trust. You must be able to
have a very healthy level of trust and commitment with each
other before you can label your relationship a strong one.
Communication and openness are a big key to having a
successful bond with your significant other.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Cassie Randolph & Colton
Underwood Are ‘On the Same Page’ About Marriage
3. The relationship makes you feel safe: This is probably the
most important aspect of a bond. Knowing that you have a sense
of comfort and safety within another person is one of the best
signs of knowing if your relationship is going strong. Your
significant other should be a safety net to you when you need
them. They should provide you with a stable home and a sense
of calm when you need it. If you don’t feel safe within your

relationship, maybe you shouldn’t still be with that person.
How do you know when your relationship is going strong? Sound
off in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Matthew Koma
Calls Hilary Duff ‘Wife’
Sparking Marriage Rumors

By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Matthew Koma has, seemingly,

sparked rumors that he and Hilary Duff have secretly tied the
knot. According to UsMagazine.com, the musician referred to
Duff as his “wife” in an Instagram post shared on Saturday
night. In the photo, you can see the actress mid-laugh as
she’s dressed to the nines. Many fans began speculating about
a possible wedding ceremony, but neither party responded.
Instead, Duff posted a photo to her own Instagram the same
night of the two, detailing that they were attending the
AdoptTogether’s 2019 Baby Ball in Los Angeles.

In celebrity news, is it possible
that Hilary Duff and Matthew Koma
tied the knot in secret? What are
some benefits to keeping your
nuptials on the down-low?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not uncommon for celebrity couples to secretly get
married. Their entire lives are handed to the public on a
silver platter. Privacy is something they don’t take for
granted, so it’s understandable that there are some aspects of
their world that they would like to keep separate. But, this
isn’t just helpful for celebrity relationships. It can be just
as beneficial for anyone to keep their private life… well,
private. Here are some of Cupid’s best relationship advice on
why getting married on the down-low can actually be a good
thing:
1. Filtered social media: The advancements in the visual
aspect of social media has changed how we get attention from
our peers. However, if you become obsessed with recognition
and likes, it can negatively affect your relationship. It
begins to blossom when a couple notices that they’re more in

love with the idea of their relationship being flaunted online
than they actually are being in the relationship. Keeping your
marriage private can help in keeping both of your motivations
pure as you step into the next part of your lives together.
It’s important to note when you’re in a partnership with
another because you have a genuine bond versus when you love
the views that social media gives you for that partnership.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Country Singers Carly Pearce
& Michael Ray Marry After 1 Year of Dating
2. Fewer riffs due to privacy: When you share almost every
waking moment of your marriage online or with others, it
hinders the relationship from having a bond that should be
shared only with each other. Most spouses aren’t exactly
excited to know that the majority of their relationship is
exposed to third parties. This can cause drama and unnecessary
issues in your marriage when others know about problems or
complications that are normally kept quiet.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Tie the Knot for the Second Time
3. Less opportunity for exes to meddle: No matter what, it
seems like some exes just don’t allow you to ever be happy.
The only thing worse than friends or family being in your
marriage’s business is if an ex is meddling in it as well.
This can damage your relationship if your marriage isn’t built
on the strongest of foundations. Disclosing information to
your ex or those who know your ex can be harmful, and it
should be something that isn’t taken lightly. Don’t allow
yourself to be vulnerable, and always be wise.
What are some ways that you’ve found being private with your
marriage has been beneficial? Let us know down below!

Celebrity Baby News: Lauren
Conrad Welcomes Baby No 2
with Husband William Tell

By Ahjané Forbes
It’s a celebrity baby! Reality TV star, Lauren Conrad, shares
her joy with the world in celebrity news after giving birth to
a little boy named Charlie Wolf Tell. According to
EOnline.com, the celebrity couple share another son, Liam, and
a dog as well. Conrad says that her family and her husband’s
have been “very supportive” during this transition and
adjustment period.

In celebrity news, this former
Hills star welcomed her second
child. How do you keep the spark
alive in your relationship when
you’re juggling parenting duties?
Cupid’s Advice:
Children can make your relationship stronger and can add a new
layer to your relationship . You may pay less attention to
your partner because of the consistent need to be on the move
for your child. Cupid has some advice on how to keep your
love strong:
1.

Date night: Rent a movie and bond when your children are

asleep. Try to keep your partner’s attention on you when your
babies aren’t around. You could even make dinner and talk
while you sip on some wine.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus & Kaitlynn Carter
Step Out for Date Night in Matching Outfits
2. Secret getaways: Take them to a place they have always
wanted to go to (it can even be for the weekend). Turn off all
of your social media and only answer the phone when the person
who is watching your children calls. Reconnect with each
other. Take a walk together. Hold hands and participate in
activities with other couples.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Kylie Jenner & Travis Scott
Share Photos from “Baecation”
3. Love: Show you care! If you can’t do date night
trip, buy them a random thoughtful gift. Maybe your
was wearing Chanel No.5 when you first met. Buy her
one. Your husband may have been wanting to go see

or plan
partner
another
the New

England Patriots play. Get him a pair of tickets.
What are some ways you add more love to your relationship with
children? Share your ideas in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Prince Harry
&
Duchess
Meghan
Are
Considering Moving to Canada

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, British royalty may be moving to Canada!

According to UsMagazine.com, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan
are considering a move to the Great White North, where Meghan
Markle used to film the Suits. The celebrity couple plan to
stay in Kensington Palace for now with their celebrity baby,
Archie.

In celebrity news, this royal
couple is considering a move to
Canada. What are some ways to
compromise with your partner about
where to live?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting serious in a relationship means that you will have to
start making choices with and for the benefit of your partner.
This may mean considering a relocation for career or family
reasons. Cupid has some advice on how to help make the
discussion a smoother one:
1. Listen to their reasons: You don’t have to be fond of
moving to another state or country. It is normal to feel this
way. Changing your environment is a huge adjustment, but hear
your partner out. Ask them: how will this help us or our
family? Weigh the pros and cons, and try to remain reasonable.
>Related Link: Relationship Advice: Talking Through the Tough
Times
2. Let them know your concerns: If you feel that you won’t get
enough money in the location being discussed for work, tell
them this! Also, share your thoughts on cost of living, school
systems, and transportation (if needed). Work on focusing on
common ground. Show them what you are looking for in a place
you want to call your home.

Related Link:

Date Idea: Hometown Tourism

3. Take a trip there: The
new location is if you go
go sightseeing. This will
the area. Let your partner
a different perspective.

only way
there in
help you
show you

you’ll know if you like a
person. Cruise around and
become more accustomed to
the city they love through

What are some ways you can agree on a place your partner wants
to live? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Ryan Seacrest
Says Kelly Ripa Encourages
Him to Elope

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, on Live With Kelly and Ryan, Kelly Ripa
mentioned that she thought Ryan Seacrest and his girlfriend
Shayna Taylor had privately eloped when she saw what she
thought were the couple getting married in an Instagram post.
According to UsMagazine.com, the former American Idol host
cleared up this confusion on the episode of their show that
aired on October 8th, confirming that it was actually a
different couple getting married in the post. But, that
doesn’t mean that Ripa has given up hope that Seacrest and his
girlfriend will elope. Seacrest, speaking to Ripa said,
“You’re the one that says just elope, elope!” and Ripa
responded, “Yes, elope because it’s very easy.” and Taylor
have been an on-and-off celebrity couple since March 2013.
Though they haven’t eloped as of yet, they are building their
relationship. Seacrest says that his longtime girlfriend will
be attending Thanksgiving dinner with him and his family this
year.

In celebrity news, Kelly Ripa tells
Ryan Seacrest he should elope. What
are the benefits of eloping instead
of having a big wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not everyone wants a big wedding extravaganza. Eloping is an
ongoing trend that started with rebellious teenagers and made
its way to becoming more popular among all ages. Cupid has
some tips and tricks you can use to make your mini wedding one
to remember:
1. Take a trip somewhere: Inviting everyone to a vacation spot
is not always realistic. It can be costly for your guests, and
many of them won’t be able to swing it. However, a destination
wedding is a great idea if you’re eloping. It’ll allow you to
combine your wedding and honeymoon and spend quality alone
time with your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Make Your Anniversary
Special With a Vacation Like Sofia Vergara & Joe Manganiello
2. Privacy: Your vows may be more meaningful if you exchange
them privately. You’ll be able to say things to each other
that you wouldn’t be able to in a room full of people. This
is also an ideal time to set realistic goals for the
relationship and talk about plans for the future.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miranda Lambert Marries
Brendan McLoughlin In Secret Nuptials
3. You can always have a reception: Even though you aren’t
following tradition when it comes to your wedding, that
doesn’t mean you have to give up a celebration with family and
friends. You can still have your bridesmaids and best men

included as well. Don’t forget to order the cake!
How would you elope? Tell us your thoughts in the comments
below!

Celebrity News: Source Says
Kylie Jenner Left Travis
Scott
Over
Lifestyle
Differences

By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, businesswoman Kylie Jenner had more than
just infidelity issues on her mind with rapper Travis Scott.
The celebrity couple have reportedly parted ways as a result
of Jenner wanting another celebrity baby as well as differing
lifestyles. According to UsMagazine.com, a source said, “They
are very, very in love, but she’s 22, and her whole life is
Stormi and her business and her family. She’s not wanting to
be a normal rapper’s wife. He’s still young and at the
recording studio late. She usually goes to bed early. They
have different lifestyles.” The “Antidote” singer and Jenner
do not live at the same residence and have been living
independently.

In celebrity news, Kylie Jenner and
Travis Scott split because of their
differences in lifestyle. How can
you approach a partner that has a
conflicting schedule?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships can be hard when you both don’t get to spend
alone time together, Your conflicts can become bigger ones if
you don’t talk about your issues face-to-face. Cupid has some
tips and tricks on how to handle time management with your
love:
1. Don’t accuse them of anything: If your partner is spending
a lot of hours at work, you may start to think something is
going on outside of that. Instead of accusing your partner of
infidelity, ask them why they’ve been spending so much time at
work lately. If your partner has a demanding job, it could be
perfectly innocent. It’s best to never jump to conclusions.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Villain Chad

Johnson Accuses GF Caitlin Clemmens of Cheating
2. Make plans with them: As you get deeper into a relationship
you often forget the foundation you built to get to where you
are. Invite your partner to a date night just for the two of
you. Try to be intimate and remind each other of the sparks
you once had. Let them know that they’re wanted.
Related Link: Date Idea: Run Outta Moonlight
3. Seek professional help: If they are not willing to take
steps to improve your relationship, try to speak to a
therapist. You have to want to manage your schedule to make
time for your partner, and if you don’t, this is a problem in
and of itself.
What are some ways you talked to your partner about their busy
schedules? Share your experience in the comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Country
Singers
Carly
Pearce
&
Michael Ray Marry After 1
Year of Dating

By Hope Ankney
It’s official! In the latest celebrity wedding news, country
singers Carly Pearce and Michael Ray are married after only
one year of dating. UsMagazine.com confirms the wedding
happened over the weekend in Nashville. The wedding ceremony
came quickly after the celebrity couple had gotten their
marriage license back in September. Pearce celebrated on
Instagram with a photo of her and her new husband holding the
license with nothing, but smiles all around.

This couple didn’t waste much time
just dating before their celebrity
wedding. How do you know you’re
ready to marry your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
In celebrity news, Pearce and Ray only dated a year before
they knew they were the ones for each other. But, knowing when

you’re ready to walk down the aisle is an important decision
for every couple. If you’ve been with someone for a while, and
you’re wondering if you’re both ready to dive headfirst into
marriage, fortunately, Cupid has some love advice on signs you
should look out for:
1. You recognize that effort is necessary: There’s a certain
stereotype that claims when you find the right one, everything
will be easy. But, that isn’t the case. In fact, every
relationship has hardship and takes two people coming together
to make an effort to keep their love alive. If you or your
partner hasn’t realized that being in this marriage is a longterm commitment to making an effort with one another, then
maybe you’re not ready to say “I do.”
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Tie the Knot for the Second Time
2. You make long-term plans together: If you’re in it for the
long haul, chances are both you and your partner have talked
about your future together. Making serious life plans with
your significant other is a big sign that you’re ready for
marriage. You’ve talked about your hopes and dreams, and
you’ve supported one another when discussing them. Never plan
a wedding if your future doesn’t feature your partner as being
apart of it.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Wedding: Princess Beatrice Is
Engaged to Property Tycoon Edoardo Mapelli Mozzi
3. You’ve done your fair share of soul-searching: Before you
commit to someone else, you first must commit to yourself. The
most important step of being in healthy relationships is to
know your worth and love every aspect of who you are. If
you’re expecting your partner to love you, you’ve got to
invest in loving yourself, too. You’ve got to be willing, to
be honest with yourself and to know every facet of who you are
under different circumstances. Soul-searching is a hard part

of life, and it can be very uncomfortable. But, when you’ve
found peace and love inside yourself, you’re more than ready
to be married to someone who feels the same.
How did you know when you were ready for marriage? Sound off
in the comments below!
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Celebrity Break-Up: Kylie
Jenner & Travis Scott Are
Taking a Break

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Kylie Jenner and Travis Scott are putting
their relationship on hold. According to a source for
People.com, the celebrity couple is “taking some time but not
done…They still have some trust issues but their problems have
stemmed more from the stress of their lifestyles.” Jenner and
Scott were last seen together at the premiere of Scott’s
documentary on August 28th with their baby, Stormi Webster.
Since then, Jenner has been spotted with Stormi at Justin
Bieber‘s wedding to Hailey Baldwin. This celebrity breakup
comes at a shock for most people. Only a few months ago were
rumors going around that they might take their celebrity
relationship to the next level by getting engaged.

In celebrity break-up news, Kylie
Jenner and Travis Scott are taking
some time apart. What are some

things to consider before taking a
“break” from your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Kylie Jenner and Travis Scott have called quits on their
celebrity relationship. Jenner and Scott may get back
together, but for now, they’ve decided it’s best for both of
them to be apart. Cupid has some factors to consider before
taking a break:
1. What you want: Consider what you actually want from the
break. If you just want to hook up with new people perhaps you
should actually break up with your partner. If you need time
to rethink or rebalance then communicate with your partner
that a break would be the best solution.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: ‘RHOA’ Star Kandi Burruss
Is Expecting Third Baby Via Surrogate
2. What the break means: We’ve all seen Friends and no one
wants to be the Ross of the breakup. Clearly communicate with
your partner exactly what the break will entail. Establish if
you’re comfortable with each other sleeping with other people.
Basically, don’t do what Ross did to Rachel.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Celebrate Upcoming Nuptials #2 with Rehearsal Dinner
3. How long it will be: How long you need for the break may
change as time goes on. However, you and your partner should
agree on the approximate length of the break. If it exceeds
six months you should consider ending the relationship.
Has taking a break worked for you before? Let us know in the
comments below!

Celebrity Wedding: Justin
Bieber & Hailey Baldwin Tie
the Knot for the Second Time

By Ahjané Forbes
Singer Justin Bieber has us feeling “As Long As You Love Me”
vibes in celebrity news after posting a sweet intimate post
with his wife, Hailey Baldwin. According to UsMagazine.com,
the celebrity couple had their wedding reception a year after
they tied the knot, on Monday, September 30. The celebrity
marriage took place at a New York City courthouse in September
2018. The Biebers decided to express their love in an intimate

fashion by inviting a total of 100 family members and friends.

This celebrity wedding came a year
after the couple’s first nuptials.
What are some benefits to renewing
your vows?
Cupid’s Advice:
Renewing your vows can be an exciting thing to do in your
married life. You can start to edit what your goals are after
you get to really know your partner. This is a good time to
look at your views of the future from a different mindset. If
you are thinking about professing your love to your partner
again, Cupid has some relationship advice for you:
1. Celebrate your marriage: Not all marriages are crystal
clear, have the amazing mansion and luxury cars, or life
insurance policies. Every relationship has its kinks that need
to be ironed out, but for the most part all relationship share
good times. Focus on the joy you two share. It’s a way to show
you still care for that person even though life may have
gotten in the way. No matter how far you are in your marriage
this gesture really shows you’re n it for the long run.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding Anniversary: Barbara Streisand
Celebrates 20th Anniversary with James Brolin
2. Makes your marriage stronger: It’s never too late or too
early to try to better your relationship with someone. Express
that you are try to work to understand the person more like
learning how to finishing their sentences. Find a goal that
you want to accomplish with tis renewal of love, Building a
sturdy foundation could create a a stronger bond.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Romantic Wedding Ideas

That Won’t Break the Bank
3. Prepare for long term goals: When you said “I do” you
weren’t sure what lays ahead with this person. Now, you both
have gone through life together and have new expectation on
how you want this relationship to go. This a good way to
reestablish the goals you have set initially and how it should
be altered for the coming journey ahead!
What are some criteria you used to renew your vows?
know in the comments below!

Let us

Celebrity Wedding: Justin
Bieber
&
Hailey
Baldwin
Celebrate Upcoming Nuptials
#2 with Rehearsal Dinner

By Hope Ankney
In celebrity wedding news, Justin Bieber and Hailey Baldwin
are getting ready to say “I do” for the second time! According
to People.com, the celebrity couple held a rehearsal dinner
for close family members on Saturday in South Carolina. Coming
up on a year since the two secretly tied the knot in New York
City at the courthouse, both Bieber and Baldwin wanted to host
a bigger ceremony with their friends and family.

Justin and Hailey prepare for their
second celebrity wedding with food
and family. What are some ways to
incorporate family in your wedding
celebration?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning a wedding is one of the most stressful events to pull

off. By the time the day comes, it goes by in such a whirlwind
that it’s hard to keep up with everyone and everything. But,
sometimes family can help in easing the chaos you might feel
as everything comes together for the big day. By incorporating
your family into your wedding celebration, it can feel more
personal and even reduce stress or wedding jitters. Cupid has
some relationship tips for both you and your partner for
incorporating your family before you walk down the aisle:
1. Unique walks down the aisle: The famous Office scene where
the entire cast dances down the aisle in Jim and Pam’s wedding
is one that has been cemented in iconic television history.
Everyone has seen that clip or even other ceremonies that
implemented this idea. It’s a fun and easy way to incorporate
your family and friends into a part of your wedding that’ll be
incredibly memorable. You can have one song that is playing as
everyone jigs down the aisle or you can try different songs
for different groups. You can give the bridesmaids and grooms
a song, the parents a song, and the flower girls and ring
bearer a song. It’ll liven up the ceremony and make everyone
feel included.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Hailey Baldwin Marks 1Year Anniversary of Justin Bieber Proposal
2. Musical loved one: Instead of hiring a DJ, if you or your
partner have a talented family member, allow them to either
open or close the wedding by singing or playing a beautiful
song. It’s even better if the loved one has created their own,
personalized song for the occasion. It proves to be very
intimate, and it can give the family member such honor to
perform at your ceremony.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Debut Wedding Bands
3. Honoring the deceased: It’s always a very personal and
touching part of a wedding if the bride and groom take time to

honor family members and loved ones that are no longer with
them. There are many ways to do this. You can ask for a moment
of silence for the departed. You can have family members come
light a candle out of remembrance. Or, my personal favorite,
is for a tree to be planted in honor of those that have been
lost. Make it an uplifting part of your ceremony where it
seems like they’re celebrating alongside you.
How have you incorporated your family into your Wedding?
Comment down below!

Royal
Celebrity
Wedding:
Princess Beatrice Is Engaged
to Property Tycoon Edoardo
Mapelli Mozzi

By Hope Ankney
In royal celebrity wedding news, Princess Beatrice is engaged
to property tycoon Edoardo Mapelli Mozzi. The Duke and Duchess
of York even took to Instagram to congratulate the two, ending
the sweet message by stating the wedding will be held in 2020.
According to UsMagazine.com, when asked about the engagement,
the royal celebrity couple gushed, saying, “We are extremely
happy to be able to share the news of our recent engagement.
We are both so excited to be embarking on this life adventure
together and can’t wait to be married. We share so many
similar interests and values and we know this will stand us in
great stead for the years ahead, full of love and happiness.”

There’s another royal celebrity
wedding in the works! How do you
know your partner wants to marry
you for the right reasons?

Cupid’s Advice:
Marriage is a beautiful thing, but knowing when a long-term
partner is wanting to marry you for the right reasons can be
harder to decipher than one might think. Walking down the
aisle is a big commitment, and it’s important to know that
your significant other is in it for the same reasons you are.
If you’re thinking about marriage, but you don’t know exactly
how to tell if your partner is sincere, don’t fret! Luckily,
Cupid has some love advice that will help you know if your
partner is the real deal or not:
1. They make future plans with you in them: Let’s be honest,
most people don’t talk about things they would rather not
entertain. But, if your partner has been making plans about
their future and you’re apart of it, this could be a great way
to know that they’re marrying you for the right reasons.
Bringing up future plans, in general, is a good sign in
knowing how much they trust you, as well. They’re opening
their thoughts to your opinion about something important to
them because they value it that much!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Miles Teller Marries Longtime
Girlfriend Keleigh Sperry in Hawaii
2. Other people tell you that they brag about how great you
are when you’re not around: An important part of a
relationship is in how that person treats you when you’re not
there. How do they talk about you? How do they discuss your
relationship? If friends, coworkers, and family alike speak up
about how highly they praise you outside of being together,
it’s a sign that they’re in the relationship for the right
reasons. Your spouse should be one of your favorite people, so
make sure they’re just as great without you as they are with
you before saying “I do.”
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Couple Prince Harry & Meghan
Markle Hold Hands on Tour in South Africa

3. They don’t run when things get tough: All relationships
have their ups-and-downs. It’s just in how you handle them
that tells how healthy your relationship is. Challenges never
fully disappear, and the longer you’re together, the more
challenges you’ll face together. During these trying times, if
your partner is determined to stay by your side and stick it
through, that’s a great indication that they’re marrying you
for the right reasons. Never commit yourself to anyone who
runs when things get tough.
How have you felt that your partner was marrying for the right
reasons? Tell us down below!

Celebrity News: Tyler Cameron
Had Offer to Become ‘The
Bachelor’ Amid Dating Gigi
Hadid

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Tyler Cameron revealed that he was offered
the titular role on The Bachelor, but declined. Cameron has
been linked to model Gigi Hadid and the celebrity couple has
sparked non-stop dating rumors. Though Cameron didn’t mention
Hadid by name as the reason for turning down the role, he
definitely implied that he had other things going on in his
love life. UsMagazine.com reports that Cameron told
Entertainment Tonight, “Where I was at in my life … I just
didn’t think it was where I wanted to be. My heart wasn’t in
it.” Cameron has also been dealing with some family problems
as his father’s health has been on a decline.

In celebrity news, Tyler Cameron
turned
down
being
The
Bachelor while he was dating Gigi
Hadid. How do you know if your

relationship is strong enough to
pass up a big opportunity?
Cupid’s Advice:
Tyler Cameron turned down a major career and life opportunity
by declining to star on The Bachelor. Though he stated that
there were many reasons for him not to take the role, it seems
as though his celebrity relationship with Gigi Hadid has had a
big impact on his decision. Cupid has some dating advice to
help you know if your relationship is ready to take priority
over the other aspects of your life:
1. You both give things up: A successful relationship should
be a give and take. If you and your partner are only giving or
only taking, then you should take a step back and reevaluate
the balance of your relationship. This will help further down
the road if there is a potential disagreement about an
opportunity.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’
2. You try to compromise: Nothing ever goes as perfectly as
planned, especially when you’re sharing a life with someone.
Keep in mind your partner’s feelings and wants, and try to
find a middle ground where you both can be happy. Compromises
can be difficult and take time to work out, but they are worth
it to ensure that your significant other is as happy as you
are.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Peter Weber Is Named As Season
24 ‘Bachelor’
3. You’re open with each other: If you’re finding the
situation exceptionally difficult to navigate the best thing
to do is be open with your significant other. Let them know

how you feel and what you really want from the situation. Be
sure to also listen to them and take into account how they are
feeling. An open and honest relationship will help you avoid
an ill-feelings toward each other.
What are you willing to give up for your partner? Let us know
in the comments below!

New Celebrity Couple: Brad
Pitt
Is
Dating
Jewelry
Designer Sat Hari Khalsa

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Brad Pitt is officially off the market!
According to a source for UsMagazine.com, the actor is dating
jewelry designer Sat Hari Khalsa. The source claims that the
celebrity relationship isn’t too serious, but Khalsa is very
different from the women he’s been linked to in the past. The
source revealed that Khalsa is very down to earth “and has a
beautiful mind. That’s what he’s attracted to.” The celebrity
couple sparked dating rumors last year when they were spotted
together at a music benefit held by the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Previously, Pitt was married to Jennifer Aniston before being
married to Angelina Jolie from 2014-2016, with whom he has six
children.

There’s a new celebrity couple in
town, which means Brad Pitt has
finally moved on after his divorce
from Angelina Jolie. What are some
ways to know you’re ready for
commitment after a brutal split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Brad Pitt has moved on after his divorce to actress Angelina
Jolie. The pair were an iconic celebrity couple, but now Pitt
is ready to start a new chapter with his new girlfriend, Sat
Hari Khalsa. Cupid has some dating advice to help you know if
you’re ready to step into a serious relationship after a bad
breakup:
1. You don’t wonder about your ex: We all have moments where
we wonder what our ex is up to and if they’re seeing anyone
new. If you’re still hung up on your ex then you aren’t ready

to get into a new relationship. Take time to fully heal from
your past breakup before diving into a new one.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’
2. You’re happy: Sadness after a breakup is normal. You’ll
eventually get to a place where you’re happy even though you
aren’t seeing your ex anymore. This may require you to focus
on other things like friends or hobbies but once you’re in a
good place in your life you’ll be ready to date again!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Hayden Panettiere Spotted
Holding Hands with Boyfriend Brian’s Brother After Drama
3. You’re ready to deal with heartbreak again: Every
relationship runs the risk of a potential break up. Though
it’s great to remain optimistic, it’s best if you are
emotionally and mentally capable of handling another intense
breakup. Make sure your feelings are in check before involving
someone new.
How do you get over a breakup? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
Had No Idea Who Blake Shelton
Was Before ‘The Voice’

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, “Hollaback Girl” singer, Gwen Stefani, did
not know her country superstar boyfriend Blake Shelton existed
prior to The Voice. The celebrity couple met when they had
just divorced their celebrity exes. The two have a love dovey
relationship on the show and plan to keep it that way for this
season. According to UsMagazine.com, the songwriter said, “I
mean, he’s just so magical. Blake is literally a unicorn.
Like, anywhere he goes, people are just attracted to him.”

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton’s
name isn’t famous to everyone’s
ears, apparently. What are some
ways to approach your crush?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not all that bad to not know who your crush was until you
met them. That said, approaching your crush can be the hardest

thing to do. Cupid has some advice on how to approach your
crush:
1. Watch how they interact with others: What is their
personality like? Are they reserved or outspoken? Do you see
any key indicators on them like a football team logo or a name
tag from a job? Use what you can find to strike up a
conversation to break the ice.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Simmons Leaves Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic
2. Show them you’re interested: Walking
well-dressed and making eye contact is
movies. It actually works. Eye contact and
very attractive tactic that can draw your

passed your crush
not just for the
being groomed is a
crush to you. Reel

them in with a playful stare as you walk passed, keep looking
at them, and then turn away. This will get there attention and
who knows they might just make a move on you!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Ben Higgins Reveals He
Kissed New Girlfriend The First Time He Saw Her
3. Talk to them: It’s okay to just have a normal conversation
with them to see what they are all about. Try not to bring up
that you like them at first. See if they mention that they are
with someone, and then take that approach. Their personality
will tell you a lot about if you want to pursue them further.
Take baby steps before rushing for the goal!
When you had a crush how did you get their attention? Share
your experiences in the the comments below!

Royal Celebrity Couple Prince
Harry & Meghan Markle Hold
Hands on Tour in South Africa

By Hope Ankney
In royal celebrity news, Prince Harry and Meghan Markle have
officially started off their royal tour in South Africa! The
Duke and Duchess of Sussex were given a very warm welcome as
they walked hand-in-hand to the Nyanga township. According to
People.com, the two were on their way to the NGO workshop
called Justice Desk which teaches children about selfawareness and safety. The program is also said to teach selfdefense and female empowerment to local, young girls.

This celebrity couple is staying
close while on tough in South
Africa.
What
are
some
ways
traveling with your partner can
bring you closer as a couple?
Cupid’s Advice:
Traveling as a couple is one that can be very exciting. You
both get to experience new sights and adventures together.
You’re making memories that only you two will remember. But,
traveling with your partner can actually strengthen your
relationship as well. If you’re already packing your bags or
are thinking about going off in the future with your
significant other, Cupid has some relationship advice on how
traveling can bring you that much closer:
1. Seeing the best and worst of your partner: Few things can
quickly bring out the highs and lows in another person than
traveling does. It’s automatically a stressful situation if
you’re traveling somewhere where there’s language and cultural
barriers. But, it can also be the best experience when you see
your partner at the height of their excitement. You’re both
being able to take part in something that neither of you has
done before. Traveling usually shows every side of your
partner, and if you can handle those highs and lows, it can
create an unbreakable bond between the two of you.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity Parents: Meghan Markle & Prince
Harry Are ‘Enjoying Each Day’ with Baby Archie
2. More time to talk: It’s obvious that when you’re traveling
there is a lot more time to talk than any other time in your
relationship. You’re constantly driving, flying, or waiting
around. And, if you’re traveling as a couple, you are the only

two people you’re constantly talking to. Being able to have
that time to really converse and open up to your partner while
experiencing new things together is an opportunity to learn a
lot more about them than you thought you knew. The open
discussions and conversations you have on this trip can bring
you that much closer to each other than you ever thought
possible.
Related Link: Travel Tips: Backpacking in Beautiful Vacation
Spots
3. Teamwork: Traveling is a very stressful thing to plan
do. Traveling with your partner can show how well both of
deal with working together. There’s always the planning of
trip and packing the right necessities, and then there are

and
you
the
the

directions and where to go once you’re there. A lot of couples
get into a pre-travel ritual that allows them to both work
with one another to get everything sorted the way it needs to
be before they go. It’s amazing how helpful teamwork and
splitting up duties can make you feel less stressed,
especially when the trip starts. It can also bring you closer
by figuring out how to have the best time together as you
travel, encouraging the other or keeping their interests in
mind.
How have you felt you’ve gotten closer as a couple when you’ve
traveled? Tell us down below!

Celebrity News: Heidi Klum

Reveals What Her Kids Think
of New Husband Tom Kaulitz

By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Heidi Klum revealed how her
children feel about her new husband, Tom Kaulitz. According to
UsMagazine.com, Klum opened up at the Amazon Prime Video PostEmmy party, saying that things seem “so far, so good.” Kaulitz
added, “I think it’s working out pretty good,” as he spoke
about teaching her four kids how to play the guitar. The
celebrity couple wed in front of friends and family only last
month.

In celebrity news, even the famous
worry about introducing their kids
to a new partner. What are some
effective ways to introduce your
kids to your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are some things celebrities do that aren’t so much
different than us. Fame doesn’t always have its perks,
especially when it comes to introducing your children to your
newest love interest. It’s something that a lot of couples
worry about, as things get complicated when kids are involved.
If you’re stressing over having the talk with your little ones
about or introducing them to your new partner, don’t worry!
Cupid has some parenting advice that’ll help you navigate the
trickiness of moving on with someone new when you’re a parent:
1. Don’t have your children meet every person you date:
Children rely on you for their security and stability. They
tend to thrive in environments that can be built on trust and
vulnerability. Having partners come in and out of your life is
something that hurts a child’s ability to find genuine
investment within your relationships. Everyone wants to jump
into inviting the date over to ‘get to know’ their kids, but
unless it is someone you’ve been with that you trust being in
your life for a long time, it might not be the greatest idea
to have kids form a bond with them.
Related Link: Celebrity Parents Open Up About Their Best
Parenting Advice
2. Keep the first meeting short and sweet: Going somewhere
that is public is a great way to introduce your kids to your
partner. Perhaps, ask them where they would like to go.

Restaurants or out for ice cream are great environments for
the children to relate to the new person that is being
introduced to them since they are content and relaxed.
Remember, meeting the kids where they are comfortable is key!
Related Link: Parenting Advice: Tips to Get Your Child Talking
3. Talk to your kids: Having a conversation about your partner
first is always a great idea before introducing your kids to
them. Ask your children how they feel about you seeing a new
person and what they think about you having a dating life.
Opening a dialogue can be an important aspect of your
relationship with your kids, and it can help you see their
perspective on the relationship before you figure out how to
introduce the person to the rest of your family.
How have you introduced your children to your new partner?
Sound off in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple: Katy Perry
& Orlando Bloom Steal Kiss at
Misha
Nonoo’s
Rehearsal
Dinner

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Orlando Bloom makes Katy Perry feel like
she’s living a “teenage dream” when the two steal a kiss at
designer Misha Nonoo’s rehearsal dinner. The celebrity couple
are engaged and are set to elope any day now. The two kept
showing signs of affection all night. According to People.com,
the lovebirds kept laughing while talking with their famous
friends.

This celebrity couple isn’t afraid
to show their affection in public.
What are some ways to show you care
about your partner in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
Letting everyone see the love you share with your partner is
an important part of the relationship. Holding hands, stealing
a kiss, and even eye contact can be signs of affection to

display in public. Cupid has some ways you can get lovey dovey
with your partner in public:
1. The basics: Hand holding and kissing are the universal
displays of affection that can be shown by every couple.
However, it is important that you and your partner discuss
what is acceptable and what is not. Some people like a peck on
the cheek or a lip bite rather than a French kiss in the
public eye. Learn to keep it cute and concise.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kendall Jenner Spotted
‘All Over’ Ben Simmons at Dinner with Sisters
2. Look fabulous together: Matching outfits or wearing the
same color can be a way to show your love for your partner.
It’s also great for the pics you’re bound to post on social
media. Wearing the same color makes you look like a “unit”.
This is also a way to get creative with your partner. Doing
cute things like wearing a shirt that says “His Queen” or “Her
King” and vice versa will let everyone know you’re together.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Colton Underwood & Cassie
Randolph Sport Romantic Jerseys at Hockey Game
3. Be there for them: This might seem like an obvious one, but
it’s not just about dates all the time. If your lover is an
artist, show up at their art show, take pictures, and post
them on social media. Write a cute message like, “I have
fallen in love with you all over again” while showing their
recent work. Being present in the moment will make them feel
really good, especially if you’re trying to get more serious.
This is an important factor to keep in mind if you want to be
#couplegoals.
What are some cute way you show affection to your other half?
Tell us about in the comments below!

Meghan Khameraj

Fall 2019
Editorial Intern
Meghan is currently in her senior year at Baruch College where
she studies Communications and English. She enjoys celebrity
news and knowing what’s going on with her favorite
celebrities. She finds writing about celebrities and current
events very important since they heavily influence our society
and culture. She also enjoys writing fiction. When she’s not
reading up on her favorite celebrities, she is reading comics
and old novels. She hopes to travel the world and immerse
herself in her writing.
Meghan’s favorite celebrity couple is Taylor Swift and Joe
Alwyn. Their relationship is so personal and intimate

regardless of the fact that Taylor is an international
superstar and Joe is a famous actor. She loves the way Taylor
talks about him as if he is the only person in the world.

Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor
in
Paradise’
Stars
Demi
Burnett & Kristian Haggerty
Are Engaged

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise celebrity couple, Demi
Burnett and Kristian Haggerty are engaged. The couple proposed
to each other during the September 10th episode of Bachelor in
Paradise. It hasn’t always been smooth sailing for the couple.
The celebrity relationship faced criticism when Burnett was
accused of pre-planning Haggerty’s arrival on the show.
Burnett then denied the claim. The celebrity couple has also
faced some trusts issues when both felt as though the other
was interested in or flirting with other people. However,
they’ve since worked through those issues and are looking
forward to celebrating their new engagement.

This celebrity wedding comes after
Demi Burnett came out on national
television. What are some benefits
to being yourself when going into a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Demi Burnett and Kristian Haggerty are happily engaged! Though
there was backlash in regards to Burnett’s sexuality, she was
still able to find love in spite of that. Being yourself leads
to an open and honest relationship, but that isn’t all! Cupid
has some tips on the benefits of being yourself when going
into a relationship:
1. You’ll feel closer to your partner: If you’re open and
honest about who you are off the bat then you can avoid any
awkward conversations in the future with your partner and
you’ll be able to act like your natural self around them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelor’ Contestant
Kirpa Sudick Squashes Cam Ayala Dating Rumors

2. You’ll be happier: Hiding things seldom makes us happy.
Once your partner knows about the things you may be tempted to
hide, then you won’t have to stress about them finding out.
You can focus on building other aspects of your relationship
knowing that the foundation was built on solid ground.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Hayden Panettiere Spotted
Holding Hands with Boyfriend Brian’s Brother After Drama
3. You’ll know it is true love: What’s the point of being in
love if you have to act like someone you’re not? You can’t be
in true love if you’re continuously hiding who you are from
the person you love. You will be able to rest easily knowing
that your significant other loves you in spite of the things
you may feel like you need to hide.
Do you think it’s important to be yourself in a new
relationship? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
Divorce:
Adele
Files for Divorce from Simon
Konecki

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, singer Adele sets “fire to the rain” after
she files for divorce from her celebrity ex Simon Konecki. The
celebrity couple have been together for eight years and share
a son, Angelo, together. The two plan to go their separate
ways, but will raise their son in a loving environment. The
songwriter has not spoken out publicly, but continues to send
positive vibes on social media. According to EOnline.com,
Adele posted on Instagram back in May about her willingness to
make this a better year, saying, “30 tried my so hard but I’m
owning it and trying my hardest to lean in to it all.”

In celebrity divorce news, Adele
has officially filed for divorce
from her husband Simon. What are
some ways to announce your divorce

to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Telling someone that you and your ex lover have decided to
split is not the easiest tasks especially when there is family
involved. Some couples live separate lives, but stay together
in order to please their family members.This is not the best
idea especially when you are not happy being with this person.
Cupid has some relationship advice when it comes to telling
your family and friends about your divorce:
1. Don’t break the news at a family event: This can become
awkward very quickly. You don’t want to ruin a fun filled
event with some bad news. Avoid making any “grand entrance”
with news about a separation. You don’t want to be put on the
spot to answer private questions about your relationship.
Related Link: Halle Berry Walks First Red Carpet Since
Celebrity Divorce Announcement
2. Try not to play the blame game: Pointing fingers at why the
relationship ended is the easiest way for many to avoid
talking about what really happened. Even if it is the other
person’s fault try not to be petty about what happened.
Accepting what when wrong is the first part of the healing
process. Learn how to tell the story in a positive light. Use
words like “this was the best decision for us” or “we’ve come
to a mutual agreement”. Not only is this mature, but this
language will be best for telling important people like your
children.
Related Link: Expert Dating Advice: Moving On After a Divorce
3. Let everyone know that you are still processing this:
Whether you called it quits or your partner its important that
you take the time to process it all. You might be wondering
what went wrong or how you will get over this person. The

warning signals could have been there, but you didn’t know it
would go downhill so fast. Take your time and needed space to
reflect.
How would you tell people about your divorce? Share your ideas
in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Demi Moore
Suffered Miscarriage at 6
Months Pregnant While Dating
Ashton Kutcher

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, Ghost star and actress Demi Moore opened up
about her miscarriage with celebrity ex Ashton Kutcher. Her
Inside Out memoir shares details of her battles with body
image, career, childhood trauma, and infidelity. Moore admits
in her memoir that she started to drink after she found out
that her then-husband was being unfaithful. According to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple was expecting a girl
whose name would have been Chaplin Ray.

In celebrity news, Demi Moore
opened up about a miscarriage she
suffered with Ashton Kutcher in her
memoir. What are some ways to
support your partner who has gone

through a miscarriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Seeing the “positive” come up on a pregnancy test for many
women can be very exciting. Welcoming a bundle of joy to the
family can be the happiest time in a woman’s life. However,
some pregnancies result in a miscarriage and can leave a heavy
impact behind. It’s not easy to uplift a person who has just
encountered something traumatic. Cupid has some advice that
will help you and your partner get through this difficult
time:
1. Don’t expect them to tell you how they are feeling right
away: Everyone has a different way of processing hurtful
situations. It’s important that you keep an open heart and be
mindful of the situation. Avoid saying insensitive things
like, “You can have another one”. Not everyone is able to
conceive right away or it might be hard for them to do so. Be
there for them and offer any help they will allow.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Talking Through the Tough
Times
2. Offer to attend therapy sessions with them: Therapy can
help bring ease to the situation if your partner is willing.
The therapist will be able to discuss the “root” of the
problem and give you ways to make appropriate approaches to
help with conversations at home. This also may take several
sessions for them to be comfortable about telling you how they
really feel. Don’t force or rush them to talk.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jana Kramer & Mike Caussin Share
How Therapy Helps Their Marriage and Parenting
3. Find ways to take their mind off of the situation: A good
distraction is always a way to alleviate the mind. Start a new
hobby with your lover. Take them to a cooking class or Yoga.

Doing something relaxing will help them release all their
stress and breathe in positive vibrations.
What are some ways you helped your partner through a
difficult time? Tell us about it in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Hayden
Panettiere Spotted Holding
Hands with Boyfriend Brian’s
Brother After Drama

By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Hayden Panettiere was spotted hand-in-hand
with her boyfriend Brian Hickerson’s brother. According to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple fell apart when Brian was
taken into custody for domestic violence in May after
Panettiere had “marks on her neck” after the incident. A judge
also granted Panettiere with a protective order stating that
Brian was not allowed to come within 300 yards of her or
contact her. Since then, Panettiere has been spending a lot of
time with her ex’s brother, Zach Hickerson, but this isn’t the
start of a new celebrity relationship. Sources for
UsMagazine.com state that Panettiere and Brian’s brother are
not a celebrity couple or romantically involved in any way,
and in fact, “they have been friends for as long as she’s been
dating Brian; Zach and Brian are close.”

In celebrity news, we’re wondering
if Hayden and Brian’s brother are

involved as more than friends. What
are some ways to keep gossip from
affecting your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Hayden and Brian’s brother are walking a thin line between
just friends and celebrity couple. While your relationship may
not be as public as Hayden and Zach’s, Cupid has some advice
that will help keep gossip out of your relationship:
1. Build trust: Your relationship should be built on a solid
foundation meaning that you and your partner trust each other.
It’s easy to let gossip create tension in your relationship
but if you truly trust your partner then the rumors and gossip
will have no impact on your relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Tyler Cameron Attends
Funeral for Gigi Hadid’s Grandmother
2. Address the gossip: If gossip or any potential rumor makes
you or your significant other uncomfortable you should address
it. Express how you feel with your partner without causing a
fight. If you’re both open and honest you should be able to
address the rumors effectively.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Kristen Stewart Is ‘So Happy’ Ex
Robert Pattinson is Batman
3. Focus on each other: Gossip and rumors may persist even
after you address them. If they are still having a significant
impact on your relationship then it is best to just focus on
your partner as long as you two are on the same page. People
will always find something to gossip about so as long as it
doesn’t change your life it’s best to just ignore it.
What do you do if there is gossip going around about you? Let

us know in the comments below!

